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In the late nineteenth century up until very recently, for the middle classes, the famous and the wealthy alike, an extended tour of Italy was a necessary part of a cultural education. Italy's cuisine, its landscapes, its countless art capitals, archeological ruins and its tradition of hospitality made the country a favored
destination for an exclusive class of tourist. To alert this lucrative market--as well as Italians themselves--to the many attractions of the Beautiful Country, the message was laid on with graphic radiance in the print culture of the times, through posters, flyers, brochures and picture magazines. Graphic design for tourism
advertising was often commissioned from the leading illustrators of the period, from Duilio Cambellotti to Leonetto Cappiello, from Marcello Dudovich to Franz Lenhart, from Gino Boccasile to Mario Puppo. This volume draws on the collection of Achille Bertarelli to tell the story of Italian tourism's rich graphic design
heritage in 250 color reproductions.
Second edition in a unique series dedicated to the rich and colorful world of fashion illustration in Japan. Again, artists featured have been chosen according to emotive rather than logical criteria. In essence Mondofragile 2 (Fragile World) is a dream come true, a massive compilation of images that transcend the
differences between Japanese and Western cultures and provide visual insight into the special approach the Japanese take to color. These illustrations are greatly influenced by the simplicity of intuition that is a fundamental to Japanese culture. It's an influence that gives new meaning to mundane elements in life such as
space, gesture and routine daily activities and offers great inspiration to all those involved in fashion illustration, design or figurative art. Just dwelling for a moment upon the most evocative can be a satisfying experience, a newfound perception of a shared, perhaps fragile, world.
Fashion Illustrators from Japan
Electrical Banana
Everyone Loves Paris

Compilation of Japanese Super Famicom game packaging featuring around 250 titles, including many rare examples and some that have never before been documented in print, each box is
presented life size, with a critique of the artwork, plus interviews with other collectors, explaining their love of the format.
This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages. Because we believe
this work is culturally important, we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting, preserving, and promoting the world's literature in affordable, high quality, modern
editions that are true to the original work.
The Box Art Collection
Della Propria Ed Altrui Ignoranza
Masters of Psychedelic Art
"There are as many reasons to love Paris as there are people who love it. Everyone Loves Paris includes tributes from over 50 international illustrators. From grand landmarks--such as the Eiffel Tower-- to the small pleasures of daily life, each image expresses the joys of this
marvelous city through the perspective of each artist's brush."--Book jacket.
'Electrical Banana' is an examination of the international language of psychedelia, focusing on the important practitioners in their respective fields. Compiling hundreds of unseen images plus exclusive interviews and essays, it revises and expands the common perception of
psychedelic art, revealing it to be more innovative, compelling and revolutionary than is usually acknowledged. The book documents the great virtuosos of psychedelic art - men and women whose work combines avant-garde design with highly sophisticated image-making.
Launching a million Day-glo dreams, the artists include - Marijke Koger, the Dutch artist responsible for dressing the Beatles; Mati Klarwein, who painted the cover for Miles Davis' 'Bitches Brew'; Keiichi Tanaami, the Japanese master of psychedelic posters; Heinz Edelmann,
the German illustrator and designer of the Beatles' animated film 'Yellow Submarine'; Tadanori Yokoo, whose prints, books and fabrics defined the 1960s in Japan; Dudley Edwards, a painter, car decorator and graphic artist on the London rock scene; and the enigmatic
Australian Martin Sharp, whose work for Cream and underground magazines made him a hippie household name in Europe. 'Electrical Banana' features a lengthy historical essay and interviews with all of the artists.
Super Famicom
Viaggio in Italia Attraverso la Pubblicità, 1895-1960
Mondofragile 2
A newly updated and revised edition of the book Zagato-Milano 1919-2009 that appeared in 2009 for the 90th anniversary of the marque. In 2014, Zagato - a name closely associated with both the history of motor racing and the history of automotive style - celebrated its 95th anniversary. Ugo Zagato
founded "Carrozzeria U. Zagato & C." in 1919. Within just a few years, the company had achieved fame among performance car manufacturers, beginning with Alfa Romeo, who gave the Milanese stylist the task of building the body for the unforgettable 6C 1750 and the 8C 2900 in the 1930's. Zagato's
reputation continued to grow after the Second World War, when there appeared in sequence the Fiat 8V, the Alfa Romeo SZs and almost all the Lancia sports coupés. Zagato Milano 1919 - 2014 recounts the company's extraordinary story of technology and style, sub-divided into decades and told in short
passages of text illustrated by an outstanding collection of beautiful archival photography. Including color profiles of all Zagato, from the S.V.A. 5 bi-plane used by Gabriele D'Annunzio for his flight to Vienna in 1918 to the latest concept cars.
Manifesti
Zagato Milano 1919 - 2014
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